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University entrance examination in Mallorca (15)
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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08 June 2021, Spain, Palma: Students take an entrance exam for the exam at the 'Palma Convention Center' while adhering to Corona protections such as spacing and protective masks. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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